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An acquired somatic mutation at codon 816 in the KIT receptor tyrosine kinase is associated with poor prog-
nosis in patients with systemic mastocytosis and acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Treatment of leukemic cells 
bearing this mutation with an allosteric inhibitor of p21–activated kinase (Pak) or its genetic inactivation 
results in growth repression due to enhanced apoptosis. Inhibition of the upstream effector Rac abrogates 
the oncogene-induced growth and activity of Pak. Although both Rac1 and Rac2 are constitutively activated 
via the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) Vav1, loss of Rac1 or Rac2 alone moderately corrected the 
growth of KIT-bearing leukemic cells, whereas the combined loss resulted in 75% growth repression. In vivo, 
the inhibition of Vav or Rac or Pak delayed the onset of myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) and corrected 
the associated pathology in mice. To assess the role of Rac GEFs in oncogene-induced transformation, we used 
an inhibitor of Rac, EHop-016, which specifically targets Vav1 and found that EHop-016 was a potent inhibitor 
of human and murine leukemic cell growth. These studies identify Pak and Rac GTPases, including Vav1, as 
potential therapeutic targets in MPN and AML involving an oncogenic form of KIT.

Introduction
Gain-of-function mutations in the KIT receptor tyrosine kinase 
are associated with highly malignant human neoplasms. In partic-
ular, an acquired somatic mutation at codon 816 in KIT involving 
an aspartic acid to valine substitution is found in approximately 
90% of patients with systemic mastocytosis (SM) and in approxi-
mately 40% of patients with core–binding factor acute myeloid leu-
kemia (AML) (1–3). The presence of this mutation in SM and AML 
is associated with poor prognosis and overall survival. In mice, the 
expression of this mutation is sufficient to recapitulate several car-
dinal features of human SM (4). This mutation changes the con-
formation of the KIT receptor, resulting in altered substrate recog-
nition and constitutive tyrosine autophosphorylation, which leads 
to a constitutive ligand-independent growth (5–7) that is resistant 
to imatinib and shows little therapeutic efficacy in response to 
dasatinib in most SM patients (8, 9). As there are currently no effi-
cacious therapeutic agents against this mutation, we sought to 
define novel therapeutic targets that might contribute to aberrant 
signaling downstream from this mutant and which in turn might 
contribute to the transformation of hematopoietic stem/progeni-
tor cells (HSC/Ps) in diseases such as AML and SM. Previously, we 
and others have shown that p85α, the regulatory subunit of class 
IA PI3 kinase (PI3K), is required for KITD814V-induced (murine 
homolog) transformation (10, 11). Although p85α is a difficult 
protein to target therapeutically, we hypothesized that perhaps the 
downstream effectors of the PI3K signaling pathway, in particular 

guanine exchange factors (GEFs) such as Vav1, Tiam1, and Trio, as 
well as their downstream targets including the Rho family GTPases  
Rac1 and Rac2 and p21–activated kinase (Pak), might contribute 
to gain-of-function mutant KIT–mediated transformation.

Expression of the GEF Vav1 is predominantly restricted to 
the hematopoietic compartment (12). Vav1 consists of multiple 
domains including a calponin homology domain, a Dbl homol-
ogy domain, a pleckstrin homology domain, and a cysteine-rich 
region, as well as an Src homology 2 (SH2) domain flanked by 
two SH3 domains (13). Interestingly, deletion of the N-terminal 
region of Vav1 alone renders this protein oncogenic (12). Although 
Vav has been shown to play an important role in regulating T and  
B cell signaling and neutrophil functions (14, 15), its role in leuke-
mogenesis, particularly in oncogenic KIT–induced myeloprolifera-
tive neoplasms (MPNs), is unknown. Furthermore, in the context 
of an oncogene such as KITD814V, it is unclear to what extent Vav1 
regulates the activation of Rac (Rac1 and Rac2) GTPases and to 
what extent Rac1 and Rac2 contribute to transformation either 
alone or via downstream substrates such as Pak.

Rac GTPases cycle between inactive GDP-bound and active 
GTP-bound states. Rac2 is predominantly expressed in hema-
topoietic cells, whereas Rac1 is ubiquitously expressed (16). 
Although the role of Rac1 and Rac2 in normal hematopoiesis 
has been well documented (16), how these GTPases contribute 
to oncogenic KIT–induced (KITD814V-induced) transforma-
tion is poorly understood. A small-molecule antagonist of Rac, 
NSC23766 has been described (17). NSC23766 inhibits the acti-
vation of Rac by interfering with the binding of GEFs Tiam1 and 
Trio (17). More recently, Ortiz et al. described a novel Rac inhibi-
tor, EHop-016, which is derived on the basis of the structure of 
NSC23766 and inhibits the activation of Rac with a substantially 
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lower IC50 compared with NSC23766 (18). How these two drugs 
impact the relative growth of KITD814V-bearing cells and wheth-
er they equally inhibit the activation of Rac1 versus Rac2 in these 
cells has never been explored.

Paks are serine/threonine kinases (19, 20). As a major down-
stream effector of Rac, Paks play an essential role in regulating both 
growth and actin-based functions (21–23). Of the three isoforms 
that belong to the group I family, Pak1 is the most well-character-
ized member and is ubiquitously expressed (19). Pak1 expression 
is upregulated in several solid tumors including those in ovarian, 
breast, and bladder cancers (24–26). While Pak has been shown to 
function as a potential downstream target of Rac, its relative contri-
bution to MPNs or AML has not been explored. Here, we show that 
KITD814V-bearing (mouse) and KITD816V-bearing (human) leu-
kemic cells exhibit constitutive activation of Pak, Rac GTPases, and 
the GEF Vav1. In a series of experiments using knockout mouse 
models, mouse models of MPN, dominant-negative approaches, an 
allosteric inhibitor of Pak, and a novel small-molecule inhibitor of 
Rac, we provide evidence of a mechanism of KITD814V-induced 

transformation and potentially 
novel therapeutic targets for the 
treatment of oncogenic KIT–bear-
ing neoplasms.

Results
The GEF Vav1 regulates ligand-inde-
pendent growth and Rac1 and Rac2 
activation in oncogene KIT–bearing 
(KITD814V-bearing) cells. The role 
of hematopoietic-specific GEF and 
its downstream substrates includ-
ing Rac1 and/or Rac2 and Pak in 
KITD814V-induced transforma-
tion is not known. To assess wheth-
er KITD814V-bearing cells activate 
the GEF Vav1, we transduced 32D 
myeloid cells lacking the expression 
of the endogenous KIT receptor 
with a bicistronic retrovirus encod-
ing either a WT version of KIT or 
an oncogenic version (KITD814V) 
(27). Transduced cells were sorted 
to homogeneity on the basis of 
EGFP expression and used in the 
experiments described here. As seen 
in Figure 1A, transduced cells bear-
ing KITD814V following 8 hours 
of serum and growth factor depri-
vation demonstrated constitutive 
phosphorylation of Vav1 relative 
to WT KIT–expressing cells. To 
assess the functional significance 
of constitutive Vav1 phosphoryla-
tion in KITD814V-bearing primary  
HSC/Ps, we transduced low-density 
BM cells derived from WT or Vav1–/– 
mice with EGFP-expressing WT KIT 
or KITD814V retrovirus. Primary 
BM cells transduced at similar effi-
ciency were sorted to homogeneity 

on the basis of EGFP expression and subjected to ligand-indepen-
dent (in the absence of stem cell factor) growth. As expected and 
previously shown (27 ), KITD814V-expressing HSC/Ps showed a 
significant increase in ligand-independent growth compared with 
WT KIT–bearing cells, however, lack of Vav1 in these cells resulted 
in approximately 75% repression of ligand-independent growth 
(Figure 1B). Loss of Vav2 or Vav3 in primary HSC/Ps did not pro-
foundly impact the ligand-independent growth of KITD814V-bear-
ing cells (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available 
online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI67509DS1).

To assess how Vav1 might contribute to KITD814V-induced 
ligand-independent growth, we determined the activation status 
of downstream substrates of Vav1, the Rac family GTPases (16, 28). 
We examined the activation of both Rac1 and Rac2 in Vav1-defi-
cient KITD814V-bearing HSC/Ps. Figure 1C shows the constitutive 
activation of both Rac1 and Rac2 in KITD814V-bearing WT HSC/
Ps. In contrast, the activation of both Rac1 and Rac2 was reduced 
in KITD814V-bearing Vav1–/– HSC/Ps. These results suggest that 
Vav1 regulates Rac1 and Rac2 activation to a similar extent in 

Figure 1
Constitutive activation of GEF Vav1 and Rac GTPase in KITD814V-expressing cells. (A) 32D cells 
expressing either WT KIT or KITD814V were serum and growth factor starved for 8 hours, and 
equal amounts of lysates were subjected to IP using an anti-Vav1 antibody. The position of tyrosine 
phosphorylated Vav1 is indicated at the right of the blot. Right panel indicates the Vav1 protein whole-cell 
lysate loading control. (B) Proliferation as assessed by thymidine incorporation in KITD814V-expressing 
WT and Vav1-deficient primary BM cells in the absence of growth factors. Bars represent the mean thy-
midine incorporation (cpm) in primary BM cells expressing the indicated receptors. Similar results were 
observed in three independent experiments. *P < 0.05 for  KITD814V versus Vav1–/– KITD814V. (C) Cell 
lysates derived in B were analyzed for Rac-GTP levels by incubating with agarose beads conjugated 
to the Pak binding domain and by subjecting the IPs to Western blot analysis using an anti-Rac1, anti-
Rac2, or anti–pan Rac antibody. Rac-GTP position is indicated at the right of the blot. Bottom panel 
shows total Rac protein in each lane.
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KITD814V-bearing cells and that deficiency of Vav1 in KITD814V-
bearing cells significantly reduces the ligand-independent growth 
normally associated with these cells.

While these results suggest a role for Vav1 in Rac activation and 
perhaps in KITD814V-induced transformation, its direct involve-
ment can only be established by inhibiting the activation of Rac 
in these cells. To test this, we infected KITD814V-bearing 32D 
myeloid cells with a dominant-negative version of Rac (RacN17). A 
bicistronic retrovirus encoding WT KIT or KITD814V along with 
a human CD4 antigen as a selectable marker was used for these 
studies (Figure 2A). RacN17 was cloned into an EGFP-enconding 
retrovirus (for selection of transduced cells). 32D myeloid cells 
were coinfected with virus encoding WT KIT or KITD814V and/or  
RacN17. Cells were sorted on the basis of hCD4 and/or EGFP 
expression (Figure 2A). Single- or double-positive sorted cells 
were subjected to a proliferation assay. As seen in Figure 2B, the 
expression of a dominant-negative version of Rac (RacN17) in 
KITD814V-bearing cells significantly repressed ligand-indepen-
dent growth relative to controls. The reduction in the growth of 
KITD814V- and RacN17-coexpressing cells was in part due to 
reduced survival relative to controls (Figure 2C). IL-3 responses 
in all of these cell types, including in KITD814V- and RacN17-

coexpressing cells, were comparable (Figure 2B). The reduction in 
the growth and survival of KITD814V- and RacN17-coexpressing 
cells was due to the direct repression of Rac1 and Rac2 (Figure 2D).  
Taken together, these results suggest that downstream from 
Vav1, Rac1 and Rac2 likely play an essential role in regulating  
KITD814V-induced transformation.

To test this in more detail, we performed transplant studies by 
injecting myeloid cells coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17 along 
with control cells into C3H/HeJ syngeneic mice (27). Transplant-
ed mice were observed for the development of MPNs and survival 
relative to controls. Mice transplanted with cells coexpressing  
KITD814V and RacN17 demonstrated a significantly prolonged 
lifespan relative to the KITD814V-only–expressing mice (Figure 3A).  
To assess the impact of Rac repression on MPN development, a 
cohort of KITD814V- and RacN17-coexpressing mice were ana-
lyzed in detail at the same time as when the KITD814V-only–bear-
ing mice first began to succumb. As seen in Figure 3B, KITD814V-
bearing mice showed peripheral blood (PB) counts in the range 
of 150 K/μl. In contrast, mice transplanted with cells coexpress-
ing KITD814V and RacN17 demonstrated a profound reduction 
in PB wbc and neutrophil (NE) counts. Additional analysis was 
conducted on KITD814V- and RacN17-coexpressing mice when 

Figure 2
Inhibition of Rac activity in KITD814V-bearing cells suppresses cell growth and survival. (A) Flow cytometric analysis of 32D myeloid cells 
expressing WT KIT-hCD4 or KITD814V-hCD4 (y axis) and dominant-negative RacN17-EGFP (x axis). (B) Cells expressing KITD814V with or 
without RacN17 were cultured for 48 hours in the presence or absence of IL-3 in replicates of four and were subjected to a [3H] thymidine incor-
poration assay. Bars represent the mean ± SD thymidine incorporation (cpm). Similar results were observed in three independent experiments. 
*P < 0.05 for KITD814V versus KITD814V plus RacN17. (C) Cells in B were grown in the absence of growth factors for 24 or 48 hours prior to 
being subjected to annexin V and 7-AAD staining. Survival (viability) was determined as the percentage of both annexin V– and 7-AAD–nega-
tive cells. Bars denote the mean ± SD percentage of total surviving cells from one of two independent experiments performed in quadruplicate.  
*P < 0.05 for KITD814V versus KITD814V plus RacN17. (D) Cells in B were subjected to a Pak–binding domain (PBD) pulldown assay to assess 
Rac1 GTP, Rac2 GTP, total Rac1, and total Rac2 expression in the indicated genotypes. Data are from a representative experiment performed 
on three separate occasions.
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the KITD814V-only mice began to succumb. In other words, KIT-
D814V- and RacN17-bearing mice were sacrificed at the same time 
as the moribund KITD814V mice to assess disease progression and 
the impact of Rac repression on MPNs. Around the time of death, 
up to 90% of the leukemic cells were detected in the PB, BM, and 
spleen of mice transplanted with cells bearing KITD814V alone 
(Supplemental Figure 2A). In contrast, mice transplanted with 
cells coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17 demonstrated only 
approximately 20% leukemic cells as determined by EGFP posi-
tivity in all three tissues examined. The left panel of Supplemen-
tal Figure 2A shows a quantitative assessment of the presence of 
EGFP-expressing cells in PB, BM, and spleen, and the right panel 
shows representative flow cytometric blots demonstrating the 

percentage of EGFP expression in various tissues in the indicated 
genotypes. Supplemental Figure 2B demonstrates a quantitative 
reduction in the spleen weight of mice transplanted with cells 
coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17 relative to mice transplanted 
with cells bearing the KITD814V mutation alone. The right panel 
depicts representative spleens derived from KITD814V-bearing 
mice as well as mice coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17. Impor-
tantly, while gross lung lesions were observed in mice transplant-
ed with cells bearing KITD814V alone, these lesions were nearly 
absent in the lungs of transplanted mice coexpressing KITD814V 
and RacN17 (Supplemental Figure 2C). Histopathological analysis 
revealed that while massive myeloid cell infiltration was observed 
in mice transplanted with KITD814V-bearing cells in spleen and 

Figure 3
In vivo inhibition of Rac prolongs survival and rescues myeloid cell infiltration associated with KITD814V-bearing mice. C3H/HeJ mice were 
transplanted with 2 million cells bearing KITD814V, with or without RacN17. (A) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of syngeneic C3H/HeJ mice 
transplanted with cells bearing KITD814V (n = 16) or KITD814V plus RacN17 (n = 26). *P < 0.001 for KITD814V versus KITD814V plus RacN17. 
(B) White blood cell (WBC) and NE counts in mice bearing cells transplanted with KITD814V (n = 9) or KITD814V plus RacN17 (n = 12) and C3H/
HeJ control mice (n = 5). *P < 0.05 for KITD814V versus KITD814V plus RacN17. Histopathologic analysis of spleen (C) and lung (D) from mice 
transplanted with cells bearing KITD814V alone or in combination with RacN17. Shown are representative tissue sections after fixing them in 
10% buffered formalin, sectioning them, and staining them with H&E. Original magnification, ×10 (left panels), ×20 (center panels), and ×40 (right 
panels). Normal erythroid and myeloid components in lungs, liver, and spleen were replaced by leukemic cells in KITD814V-bearing mice, which 
were significantly rescued in tissues from mice bearing RacN17 along with KITD814V. (E) Cell lysates derived from spleens of mice described 
above were subjected to a Rac activity assay as described in Figure 2. Shown is the level of Rac1 GTP, Rac2 GTP, total Rac1, and total Rac2 
in each lane from the indicated genotypes.
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Figure 4
A novel Rac inhibitor, EHop-016, is a potent inhibitor of KITD814V-induced growth in SM and AML patient–derived cells. (A) Human SM patient–
derived HMC1.2 cells bearing KITD816V and (B) human AML patient–derived Kasumi-1 cells bearing KITD816V were cultured in the presence 
of EHop-016 and assessed for proliferation by measuring [3H] thymidine incorporation. Bars represent the mean ± SD from four independent 
experiments performed in replicates of four; *P < 0.05. (C) Individual SM patient–derived cells positive or negative for KITD816V expression were 
cultured in the presence of the indicated concentrations of EHop-016. Bars represent the mean ± SD performed in replicates of three. *P < 0.05; 
0 μM versus the indicated concentration. (D) 32D cells bearing WT KIT or KITD814V were starved and treated with the indicated concentrations 
of NSC23766 or EHop-016 and subjected to Rac activation assay. Shown are the levels of active Rac1, Rac2, total Rac1, and Rac2 in each lane. 
(E) 32D cells expressing either WT KIT or KITD814V were starved and incubated with vehicle, 5 μM or 10 μM EHop-016; lysates were immuno-
precipitated with anti-Rac1 antibody and immunoblotted with an anti-Vav1 or anti-Rac1 antibody, respectively. Lower panels indicate the Vav1 
and Rac1 protein whole-cell lysate loading control.
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lungs, mice bearing cells coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17 
showed markedly less infiltration of these cells, and the splenic 
architecture in these mice was indistinguishable from the control 
mice (Figure 3, C and D).

To assess whether the enhanced survival of mice, the reduced infil-
tration of myeloid blasts in various tissues including lung and liver, 
and the lack of destruction of the splenic architecture observed in 
mice transplanted with cells coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17 
were due to reduced Rac activation, we examined the activation sta-
tus of Rac1 and Rac2 in splenocytes. Cellular lysates from spleens 
of KITD814V-bearing mice were harvested at moribundity. At the 
same time, splenic lysates were derived from mice transplanted 
with cells coexpressing KITD814V and RacN17, designated as time 
point matched and moribund, respectively. As seen in Figure 3E, 
mice transplanted with cells coexpressing RacN17 and KITD814V 
showed marked repression in both Rac1 and Rac2 activation com-
pared with controls. In addition to Rac repression, a substantial 
repression in the activation of Pak, a downstream substrate of Rac, 
was also observed (Supplemental Figure 3). These results suggest 
that expression of RacN17 in KITD814V-bearing cells likely inhibits 

their growth in vivo by inhibiting the activation of Rac1 and Rac2, 
resulting in prolonged survival and delayed MPN development.

Growth of oncogenic KIT-bearing (KITD814V in mouse and KITD816V 
in humans) murine and human mastocytosis patient–derived cells is inhib-
ited by a novel Rac inhibitor, EHop-016. Based on the observation 
that Rac inhibition in vivo delays KITD814V-driven MPN, we 
hypothesized that pharmacologic inhibition of Rac might inhibit 
KITD814V-induced proliferation in vitro. For these studies, we 
first used the well-characterized Rac inhibitor NSC23766 (17). 
NSC23766 inhibits Rac binding and activation by the Rac-specific 
GEFs Trio and Tiam1 (17). Treatment of myeloid cells bearing the 
WT KIT or KITD814V receptor with NSC23766 demonstrated a 
dose-dependent reduction in the hyperproliferation of KITD814V-
bearing cells but not of WT KIT–bearing cells (Supplemental Fig-
ure 4A). Treatment of the murine mastocytoma cell line P815, 
which bears the activating KITD814V mutation, as well as treat-
ment of AML patient–derived Kasumi-1 cells, which express the 
KITD816V mutation, consistently demonstrated dose-dependent 
growth repression in the presence of NSC23766 (Supplemental 
Figure 4, B and C). While dose-dependent growth inhibition of 

Figure 5
Pharmacologic inhibition of Rac GTPases delays disease progression in mice transplanted with cells bearing the KITD814V receptor. C3H/
HeJ mice were transplanted with 1 million cells bearing KITD814V following overnight treatment with vehicle (n = 6), EHop-016 (2.5 μM, n = 7),  
or NSC23766 (25 μM, n = 7), and (A) survival was analyzed by Kaplan-Meier log-rank analysis. *P < 0.05 for vehicle versus EHop-016 or 
NSC23766. (B) PB counts for wbcs and NEs between the different transplanted groups at the time of harvest. *P < 0.05 for vehicle versus 
EHop-016. (C) Quantitative difference in spleen mass and (D) representative spleens from indicated transplantation groups are shown. *P < 0.05  
for vehicle versus EHop-016.
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oncogene KIT–bearing cells in the presence of NSC23766 was 
observed, the concentration of NSC23766 that resulted in 50% 
growth inhibition of leukemic cells was nearly 75 to 100 μM 
for all cell types examined. This could potentially be due to a 
lack of a major role of the GEFs Trio and Tiam1 in KITD814V-
induced transformation. Alternatively, Rac1 and/or Rac2 alone 
may play only a modest role in KITD814V-induced transforma-
tion. To test these possibilities and to more precisely identify the 
consequence(s) of interfering with the function of GEFs and Rac 
in KITD814V-induced transformation, we used a novel Rac inhib-
itor, EHop-016, which is a derivative of NSC23766 and inhibits 
Rac 100-fold more efficiently than NSC23766 in breast cancer cell 
lines (18). As seen in Figure 4, A and B, KITD816V-bearing SM 
patient–derived HMC1.2 cells, as well as KITD816V- and AML1-

ETO–bearing Kasumi-1 cells derived from an AML patient, dem-
onstrated a significant reduction in the growth of these cells in 
the presence of EHop-016 at drug concentrations that were sig-
nificantly less (~50-fold in some cases) than those of NSC23766. 
Importantly, primary SM patient–derived cells bearing KITD816V 
were significantly more susceptible to growth inhibition in the 
presence of EHop-016 relative to patient samples lacking the 
expression of KITD816V (Figure 4C). The growth reduction in the 
presence of EHop-016 was also observed in murine KITD814V–
expressing cells and was associated with enhanced apoptosis and 
repression of antiapoptotic proteins BAD and MLC (Supplemen-
tal Figure 4, D–F). Consistent with these findings, while 20 μM 
of NSC23766 inhibited the activation of Rac1 but not Rac2 in 
KITD814V-bearing cells, 10 μM of EHop-016 was sufficient to 

Figure 6
Deficiency of Rac1 and Rac2 in KITD814V-bearing primary HSC/Ps represses ligand-independent growth. (A) PB cells were collected from WT, 
Rac1flox/flox, Rac2–/–, and Rac2–/–/Cre:Rac1flox/flox mice following four consecutive i.p. injections of polyI:C given at 48-hour intervals. Red blood cells 
were lysed, and equal amounts of protein were subjected to Western blotting using an anti-Rac1 antibody. Levels of Rac1 in each lane are shown. 
(B) Representative flow cytometric dot plots of low-density BM cells derived from WT, Rac1–/–, Rac2–/–, and Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– mice transduced with 
WT KIT– or KITD814V-expressing retrovirus. EGFP expression on the x axis is reflective of the transduction efficiency in the indicated genotypes. 
(C) WT, Rac1–/–, Rac2–/–, and Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– primary HSC/Ps expressing WT KIT or KITD814V were subjected to a thymidine incorporation 
assay. *P < 0.05 for KITD814V in WT versus Rac2–/–, Rac1–/–, or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– cells. Shown are the combined data from three independent 
experiments in replicates of four. (D) WT, Rac1–/–, and Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– primary HSC/Ps expressing KITD814V were grown in the absence of 
growth factors for 0, 24, or 48 hours prior to being analyzed by annexin V and 7-AAD staining. Apoptosis was determined as a percentage of both 
annexin V– and 7-AAD–positive staining. Bars denote the mean ± SD percentage of annexin V– and 7-AAD–negative (viable) cells. *P < 0.05 for 
WT, Rac1–/– versus Rac1–/–/Rac2–/–.
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inhibit the activation of both Rac1 and Rac2 in these same cells, 
which was associated with reduced binding of Vav to Rac (Figure 4,  
D and E). These results suggest that inhibition of both Rac1 and 
Rac2 is essential for maximal growth repression in KITD814V-
bearing cells. Further, the Rac inhibitor EHop-016 is substantially 
more efficient at repressing the growth and activation of Rac1 and 
Rac2 in KITD814V-bearing cells compared with NSC23766. Con-
sistent with the in vitro findings described above, the treatment of 
KITD814V-bearing cells with EHop-016 versus NSC23766 signifi-

cantly enhanced the survival of leukemic mice, as demonstrated by 
reduced spleen size and PB counts (Figure 5, A–D).

Genetic disruption of Rac GTPases in KITD814V-bearing HSC/Ps inhib-
its ligand-independent hyperproliferation and MPNs in vivo. We next 
analyzed the specific role of Rac1 and Rac2 and also attempted to 
confirm our findings using dominant-negative Rac (RacN17) and 
pharmacologic approaches by examining the growth of KITD814V- 
bearing primary BM cells derived from mice lacking the expres-
sion of Rac1, Rac2, or both Rac1 and Rac2. Since complete loss of 

Figure 7
Genetic disruption of GEF Vav1 and Rac GTPases enhances the survival of KITD814V-bearing mice. (A) Cumulative survival analysis using 
a Kaplan-Meier log-rank test in recipient mice bearing KITD814V-expressing WT (n = 10), Vav1–/– (n = 5), or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– (n = 5) HSC/Ps.  
*P < 0.05 for WT versus Vav1–/– or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/–. (B) PB counts were significantly elevated in recipients of KITD814V-bearing WT HSC/Ps (n = 10)  
relative to KITD814V-bearing Vav1–/– (n = 5) or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/– (n = 5) HSC/Ps. *P < 0.05 for WT versus Vav1–/– or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/–: KITD814V. 
Data are the mean ± SEM. (C) Quantitative difference in the size of the spleen and liver between different transplanted groups. *P < 0.05 for WT 
versus Vav1–/– or Rac1–/–/Rac2–/–. (D) Representative spleen pictures derived from mice transplanted with HSC/Ps bearing KITD814V in the set-
ting of the indicated genotypes.
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Rac1 results in embryonic lethality, we used a conditional knock-
out strain of Rac1, which was crossed with Mx1-Cre mice, allowing 
for the conditional deletion of Rac1 in BM cells upon treatment 
with polyI:C (29). As seen in Figure 6A, and has been previously 
described, the conditional deletion of Rac1 results in the loss of 
Rac1 protein. A similar loss of Rac1 protein was also observed 
in mice lacking both Rac1 and Rac2, as assessed by Western blot 
analysis using a Rac1-specific antibody (Figure 6A; lanes 2 and 4). 
Low-density BM cells from all three genotypes were prestimulated 
with cytokines and infected with a retrovirus expressing WT KIT 
or KITD814V. Figure 6B shows the transduction efficiency of the 
two viruses in BM cells derived from different genotypes. Trans-
duced cells were sorted to homogeneity for use in a proliferation 
assay and to assess survival in the absence of Rac proteins. As seen 
in Figure 6C, while loss of Rac2 resulted in an approximately 50% 

inhibition of ligand-independent growth of KITD814V-bearing 
cells, loss of Rac1 showed only a modest reduction (~10% to 15%). 
In contrast, BM cells deficient in both Rac1 and Rac2 showed a 
more profound reduction in the growth of KITD814V-bearing 
cells (~75%). The reduction in the growth of Rac1/Rac2 double–
knockout cells bearing KITD814V was due in part to the reduced 
survival of cells relative to controls (Figure 6D). These findings 
suggest that the combined loss of Rac1 and Rac2 results in most 
of the growth repression seen in KITD814V-bearing cells. Restor-
ing the expression of activated Rac in the setting of Rac1/Rac2 
deficiency rescued ligand-independent growth in vitro (Supple-
mental Figure 5A). Furthermore, no compensatory increase in 
the expression of Rac3 was noted in these cells (Supplemental 
Figure 5B). To further assess the role of Vav1 and Rac1/Rac2 in  
KITD814V-induced MPNs, we infected WT or Vav1–/– or Rac1/Rac2–/–  

Figure 8
KITD814V induces the activation of Pak in a Vav1- and Rac-dependent manner. KITD814V-expressing WT or Rac1/Rac2 (A) or Vav1-deficient 
primary HSC/Ps (B) from two independent animals were starved and lysed and immunoblotted for active Pak. (C) KITD814V-bearing 32D cells 
expressing RacN17 were starved and lysed, and equal amounts of lysates were subjected to immunoblotting using a phospho-Pak antibody and 
total Pak. (D) Cells bearing WT KIT or KITD814V were starved and treated with the indicated concentrations of NSC23766 or EHop-016 and sub-
jected to Rac activation assay. Shown are the levels of phosphorylated and total Pak. (E) 32D cells were transduced with KITD814V with or without 
dominant-negative PakK299R and starved; lysates were subjected to Western blot analysis using phospho-KIT, phospho-Pak, total KIT, total Pak, 
and total ERK antibodies. (F) Cells in E were starved for 6 hours before being plated in quadruplicate in the presence or absence of growth fac-
tors (IL-3, 5 ng/ml) for 48 hours. Cells were pulsed with [3H] thymidine for 6 hours and harvested. Bars denote the mean thymidine incorporation 
(cpm ± SD) from one of four independent experiments performed in quadruplicate. *P < 0.05 for KITD814V versus KITD814V plus PakK299R.
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MPNs or in leukemogenesis has never been reported, although 
recent studies have implicated Pak in regulating the growth and 
actin-based functions in solid tumors (30–32). To assess the 
role of Pak in KITD814V-induced transformation and to deter-
mine whether Pak functions downstream from Vav1 and Rac1/
Rac2 in KITD814V-bearing cells, we examined Pak activation in 
KITD814V-bearing Vav1–/–, Rac1/Rac2–/–, RacN17, or EHop-016–
treated primary HSC/Ps. As seen in Figure 8, A–D, a reduction 
in the activation of Pak was observed in every scenario. To assess 
the direct role of Pak in regulating ligand-independent growth of 
KITD814V-bearing cells, we used myeloid cells bearing the expres-
sion of KITD814V and infected them with a retrovirus expressing 
a dominant-negative version of Pak (PakK299R). One-hundred 
percent of the EGFP (reflecting the expression of PakK299R) and 
hCD4 (reflecting the expression of KITD814V) double-positive 
cells were sorted to homogeneity and subjected to a biochemical 
and proliferation assay as described in Figure 2 (Supplemental 
Figure 8A). As seen in Figure 8E, while the expression of KIT and 

5-FU–treated BM cells with a virus expressing KITD814V, sorted 
the cells on the basis of EGFP expression, and transplanted them 
into lethally irradiated hosts. Supplemental Figure 6 shows the 
transduction efficiency of 5-FU–treated cells in all three genotypes. 
As seen in Figure 7A, a significant increase in the survival of mice 
bearing Vav1–/– or Rac1/Rac2–/– KITD814V–expressing cells was 
observed relative to controls. Further, we observed the rescue of PB 
counts and splenomegaly in these mice relative to controls (Figure 7,  
B–D). The loss of Rac2 alone in the setting of KITD814V expres-
sion also prolonged the survival of leukemic mice, but to a much 
lesser degree compared with mice transplanted with KITD814V- 
bearing cells lacking the expression of Vav1 or Rac1/Rac2 (Supple-
mental Figure 7).

Role of p21-activated kinase in KITD814V-induced transformation. As 
noted earlier, the expression of dominant-negative Rac (RacN17) 
in KITD814V-bearing cells derived from the spleens of transplant-
ed mice not only resulted in reduced Rac1/Rac2 activation, but 
also inhibited the activation of Pak. The involvement of Pak in 

Figure 9
Inhibition of constitutively active Pak by IPA-3. (A) KITD814V-bearing murine P815 mastocytoma cells were incubated in the presence or absence 
of 10 μM IPA-3 and subjected to immunoblotting with a phospho-Pak antibody. Levels of phospho-Pak and total protein in each lane are shown. 
HMC1.2 (B), P815 (C), and Kasumi-1 (D) cells bearing an activating KIT mutation exhibited dose-dependent inhibition when grown in the pres-
ence of IPA-3 and were assessed for proliferation by measuring [3H] thymidine incorporation. Bars represent the mean ± SD from two to three 
independent experiments performed in replicates of three; *P < 0.05. (E) P815 cells were subjected to an apoptosis assay after treating them with 
10 or 15 μM IPA-3 under no growth factor conditions for 24 or 48 hours prior to analyzing them with annexin V and 7-AAD staining. Apoptosis was 
assessed as a percentage of annexin V– and 7-AAD–positive cells. Bars denote the mean ± SD percentage of total viable cells from one of two 
independent experiments performed in quadruplicate. *P < 0.05; 0 μM versus 10 or 15 μM.
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Figure 10
Inhibition of Pak in vivo in KITD814V-bearing mice enhances survival and significantly delays the development of MPNs. (A) Kaplan-Meier 
survival curves of mouse cohorts transplanted with either 32D cells bearing KITD814V alone or in combination with Pak299R. Survival of 
recipients with Pak299R was significantly prolonged compared with KITD814V-only transplanted mice (n = 3 to 4; *P < 0.01). Repression of Pak 
in vivo in KITD814V-bearing cells results in a significant decrease in spleen weight (B) and PB counts (C) relative to controls (n = 3, *P < 0.05).  
(D–F) Lungs, spleens, and livers from the indicated genotypes were subjected to histopathological analysis. Shown are representative tissue 
sections. Original magnification, ×20 to ×40, as shown. (G) Representative pictures of intact lungs from mice bearing KITD814V alone or in com-
bination with PakK299R. (H) Percentage of EGFP-positive leukemic cells in mice bearing KITD814V or KITD814V in combination with PakK299R. 
Quantitative assessment of EGFP-positive cells (n = 3, *P < 0.05).
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tion of constitutively active Vav, Rac, or Pak downstream from 
KITD814V is a highly efficient alternative approach to treating 
hematologic malignancies involving this mutation.

To date, several GEFs for Rac have been identified (40, 41); how-
ever, GEFs such as those that belong to the Vav family as well as 
Tiam-1 have been primarily implicated in tumorigenesis (42–44). 
Although, the precise mechanism(s) by which these GEFs regu-
late cancer progression is still unclear, studies suggest that Vav 
GEFs are significantly more diverse in their ability to activate Rho 
family GTPases and can regulate the activation of Rac, Rho, and 
Cdc42, compared with Tiam-1 and Trio, which primarily activate 
Rac (17, 45–47). While it is unclear how this occurs, the presence of 
Src homology and cysteine-rich domains in Vav are likely to con-
tribute to this diversity. Our findings using HSC/Ps derived from 
Vav1-deficient mice engineered to express KITD814V suggest an 
essential role for Vav1 in regulating the ligand-independent growth 
of oncogene-bearing cells and in activating both Rac1 and Rac2.

Our findings demonstrating the correction of myeloid cell infil-
tration in the lungs of mice coexpressing RacN17 or PakK299R 
along with KITD814V suggest that KITD814V-induced metasta-
sis of myeloid cells in these tissues is dependent on Rac and Pak. 
Furthermore, our results also demonstrate that prolonged surviv-
al of KITD814V-bearing mice in the setting of RacN17 expression 
correlates with marked repression of Rac1, Rac2, and Pak in these 
cells, and loss of Rac1, Rac2, or both Rac1 and Rac2 substan-
tially represses ligand-independent growth in these cells. These 
findings were also confirmed by using cells from mice bearing  
KITD814V in the setting of Vav1 and Rac1/Rac2 deficiency and by 
transplantating these cells into lethally irradiated WT recipients. 
Interestingly, our data implicating Rac1 and Rac2 in KITD814V-
induced transformation are similar to those reported by Thomas 
et al. using p210BCR-ABL translocation (48). In both instances, 
Rac1 and Rac2 deficiency collectively shows a more prolonged 
survival of leukemic mice.

In addition to the genetic approaches to test the role of Rac in 
MPNs, we also used pharmacologic approaches to test the pos-
sibility of targeting Rac GTPases for the treatment of KITD814V-
induced MPNs and AML. To this end, we first used an established 
Rac inhibitor, NSC23766. Previous studies have shown that 
NSC23766 functions by binding in the pocket of Rac1 that inter-
acts with GEFs such as Trio and Tiam1 but not Vav (17, 49). Our 
results using this drug suggest that Rac1 does not greatly contrib-
ute to KITD814V-induced transformation, since we observed only 
a 50% reduction in the growth of both murine and human onco-
gene KIT–bearing cells at very high doses of NSC23766. While 
reasonable, an alternate explanation may involve a lack of robust 
involvement of Trio and Tiam1 in KITD814V-induced transfor-
mation. Therefore, in an effort to assess whether Rac GTPase 
could be targeted more efficiently in KIT oncogene–bearing cells, 
we used a newly described Rac inhibitor, EHop-016 (18). This 
drug is a derivative of NSC23766 and inhibits Rac 100-fold more 
efficiently relative to the parental compound (18). EHop-016, like 
NSC23766, binds to the surface groove of Rac, which is critical 
for interacting with GEFs. Studies have shown that EHop-016 is 
more potent than the parental compound in terms of its interac-
tion with the effector domains of Rac (18). This presumably allows 
EHop-016 to block the activation of additional Rac GEFs in addi-
tion to those blocked by NSC23766. Our head-to-head studies 
comparing NSC23766 and EHop-016 show that EHop-016 is a 
more potent Rac inhibitor than NSC23766.

its constitutive phosphorylation was observed in both KITD814V 
and KITD814V- and PakK299R-coexpressing cells, the activa-
tion of Pak was inhibited in cells coexpressing KITD814V and 
PakK299R relative to controls. Importantly, Pak repression in 
KITD814V-bearing cells abrogated the ligand-independent prolif-
eration normally observed in KITD814V-bearing cells (Figure 8F).  
The expression of an activated version of Pak (PakT423) in Rac1/
Rac2-deficient KITD814V-bearing primary HSC/Ps rescued 
ligand-independent growth (Supplemental Figure 8B).

We next assessed the consequence of pharmacologic inhibition 
of Pak on the growth of KITD814V-bearing cells using a cell-per-
meable allosteric inhibitor of Pak, IPA-3 (33). As seen in Figure 9A, 
the treatment of KITD814V-bearing P815 cells with IPA-3 resulted 
in the inhibition of Pak activation, and the treatment of HMC1.2 
cells, P815 cells, and Kasumi-1 cells with the same inhibitor led 
to a dose-dependent inhibition of the growth of KITD816V- and 
KITD814V-bearing cells (Figure 9, B–D). Repression of the growth 
of oncogene KIT–bearing cells in the presence of IPA-3 was largely 
due to reduced survival (Figure 9E).

To directly assess the impact of Pak inhibition on KITD814V-
induced MPN development, we transplanted C3H/HeJ mice with 
cells bearing KITD814V and PakK299R as described (27). Trans-
planted mice were observed for the development of MPNs and 
survival. Although all KITD814V-bearing mice died by day 15 after 
transplantation, all KITD814V- and PakK299R-coexpressing mice 
survived this period and showed a significant delay in disease onset 
(Figure 10A). To assess the changes in tissue pathology in mice bear-
ing cells coexpressing KITD814V and PakK299R compared with 
those bearing only KITD814V, we sacrificed a cohort of mice on 
days when the KITD814V-only–bearing mice succumbed to death. 
As seen in Figure 10, B and C, compared with the KITD814V-bearing 
control mice, mice coexpressing KITD814V and PakK299R demon-
strated a significant decrease in spleen weight and PB counts. In 
addition, these mice demonstrated a correction in splenic architec-
ture (Figure 10E), myeloid cell infiltration in the lung (Figure 10D)  
and liver (Figure 10F), and lacked the lesions on lungs normally 
associated with KITD814V-bearing mice (Figure 10G). All of these 
findings were associated with a reduced percentage (as assessed by 
EGFP-expressing cells) of leukemic cells in the tissues of mice trans-
planted with cells bearing KITD814V and PakK299R (Figure 10H).

Discussion
Rac and its downstream effector Pak are frequently overexpressed 
and/or hyperactive in solid cancers including breast cancer (34). In 
these cells, Rac and Pak have been implicated in regulating inva-
sion and metastasis (35, 36). While substantial progress has been 
made in our understanding of the role of these molecules in solid 
cancers, how these molecules regulate oncogene-induced MPNs 
is poorly understood. We provide in vitro and in vivo genetic, bio-
chemical, and pharmacologic evidence to suggest that the Vav/
Rac/Pak pathway plays an essential role in regulating transforma-
tion via an oncogenic form of KIT (KITD814V) associated with 
MPNs and AML and for which no efficacious therapies are cur-
rently available. While gain-of-function KIT mutations localized 
to the juxtamembrane region associated with gastrointestinal 
stromal tumors (GISTs) are highly sensitive to inhibition by ima-
tinib, KIT mutations within the second catalytic domain found in 
patients with AML and SM, including KITD814V, interfere with 
the binding of imatinib, thus rendering this mutation insensitive 
to imatinib inhibition (37–39). Our results suggest that inhibi-
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manufacturer’s protocol and analyzed by Western blot using Rac1, Rac2, 
or Rac1/2/3 pan-antibody.

Patient samples. Cells from the BM and PB of patients with SM were ana-
lyzed for KIT mutations (57) and cultured in 100 ng human SCF in IMDM 
supplemented with 20% FBS and 2% penicillin-streptomycin.

Plasmids. pCMV6 expressing a Myc-tagged kinase-dead (K299R) Pak 
was a gift from Jeffrey Field (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, USA) (58). Plasmids encoding RacN17 have been previously 
described (34). The cDNAs were subcloned into a bicistronic retroviral vec-
tor, MIEG3, upstream of the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) and the 
EGFP gene (59) or human CD4 gene. The pLNCX2-PAK1T423E-IRES2-
EGFP plasmid has been described (60). Plasmids encoding MIEG3-RacN17 
and MSCV-puro-RacV12 have been previously described (56).

Expression of WT KIT and KITD814V receptors in 32D cells and primary HSC/Ps.  
Retroviral supernatants for the transduction of 32D cells and primary BM 
low-density mononuclear cells (LDMNCs) were generated with a Phoenix 
ecotropic packaging cell line transfected with retroviral vector plasmids 
using a calcium phosphatase transfection kit (Invitrogen). Supernatants 
were collected 48 hours after transfection and filtered through 0.45-μm 
membranes. 32D cells were infected with 2 ml of high-titer virus superna-
tant in the presence of 8 μg/ml polybrene. EGFP-positive cells or human 
CD4-positive (hCD4-positive) cells containing the WT form of KIT or  
KITD814V with RacN17 or PakK299R were sorted to homogeneity and 
used in the experiments. BM LDMNCs were suspended in nontissue 
culture plates along with prestimulation media (IMDM containing 20% 
FBS and 2% penicillin-streptomycin supplemented with 100 ng/ml SCF, 
100 ng/ml TPO, 50 ng/ml Flt-3, and 4 ng/ml IL-6) for 2 days prior to two 
rounds of retroviral infection using 2 ml of high-titer retroviral superna-
tants (WT KIT, KITD814V, pLNCX2-PAK1T423E, or MSCVpuro-RacV12) 
on fibronectin fragments (Retronectin; Takara). Forty-eight hours after the 
last infection, cells expressing WT KIT or KITD814V were sorted to homo-
geneity based on EGFP expression. MSCV puro cells were selected with  
1 μg/ml puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich) for an additional 48 hours.

Transplantation. Transplantation into C3H/HeJ mice was carried out by 
administering a single i.v. injection of 2 × 106 32D cells bearing WT KIT or 
KITD814V with or without RacN17 or PakK299R, or 1 × 106 KITD814V- 
bearing 32D cells cultured overnight with DMSO (vehicle), 25 μM 
NSC23766, or 2.5 μM EHop-016. Mice were harvested at the time of mori-
bundity, and PB, femurs, spleen, lungs, and liver were collected for histo-
pathological and flow cytometric analysis.

WT or Vav1–/–, Rac2–/–, and Mx-cre/Rac1flox/flox/Rac2–/– C57BL/6 mice that 
were 6-to-8 weeks of age were given a single i.p. injection of 150 mg/kg of  
5-fluorouracil (5-FU) (APP Pharmaceuticals). BM cells were collected 72 hours  
after injection from the tibia, femur, and iliac crest, and LDMNCs were pre-
stimulated for 2 days in prestimulation media, as described above prior to 
transduction with retrovirus encoding WT KIT or KITD814V. After two 
rounds of infection as described above, cells were sorted to homogeneity, 
and 1 × 106 cells were counted and mixed with 1 × 105 supporting fresh 
splenocytes from WT C57BL/6 mice and administered i.v. by tail vein injec-
tion into lethally irradiated (1,100 cGy split dose) C57BL/6 recipient mice. 
We treated the recipient mice on day 14 after transplantation with two i.p. 
injections of 300 μg polyI:C administered at 48-hour intervals.

Flow cytometric analysis. Cells expressing either WT KIT or KITD814V were 
incubated for 30 minutes at 4°C in 10% rat serum before staining with a 
combination of the antibodies indicated in Figure 2A. Cells were washed 
two times with 0.2% BSA in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) and analyzed by FACS 
(FACS and LSR; BD).

In vitro functional assays. Proliferation was assessed by conducting a thymi-
dine incorporation assay. Briefly, cells were washed and starved in the pres-
ence of 0.2% BSA without serum or growth factors for 6 to 8 hours. Cells  

Although we have no direct evidence to suggest which addition-
al GEFs might be inhibited by EHop-016 in oncogene KIT–bear-
ing cells, previous studies in an MDA-MB-435 metastatic breast 
cancer line have shown that EHop-016 inhibits the interaction of 
Vav2 with Rac (18). It is therefore likely that in KITD814V-bearing 
HSC/Ps, EHop-016 inhibits the interaction of Vav1 with Rac1 and 
Rac2. We show that the treatment of oncogene-bearing cells with 
EHop-016 results in the inhibition of both Rac1 and Rac2. Con-
sistent with these findings, Vav1 deficiency in oncogene-bearing 
cells impairs the activation of both Rac1 and Rac2 and substan-
tially corrects the ligand-independent growth observed in WT 
oncogene–bearing HSC/Ps, very similar to the growth repression 
observed in the presence of EHop-016.

Downstream from Rac, we show that Pak plays an essential role 
in KITD814V-induced transformation. We used both an allosteric 
inhibitor of Pak, IPA-3, as well as a genetic approach to implicate 
Pak in KITD814V-induced transformation. Although IPA-3 selec-
tively inhibits the activation of Pak1 (33), at higher doses it has 
been shown to also inhibit the activation of other isoforms includ-
ing Pak2 and Pak3 (33). Our studies using a dominant-negative 
form of Pak (K299R) confirmed the IPA-3 findings demonstrating 
that Pak indeed contributes to KITD814V-induced transforma-
tion; whether other isoforms of Pak also contribute to leukemo-
genesis remains to be determined. As animal models deficient in 
the expression of Pak isoforms become available, the role of spe-
cific isoforms of Pak in transformation can be more readily and 
efficiently addressed in future studies. Taken together, our studies 
identify what we believe to be a novel pathway involving Vav/Rac 
and Pak in regulating nonclassical MPNs such as SM, in which 
activating the KIT mutation plays an essential role.

Methods
Cell culture. HMC1.2 cells harboring both V560G and D816V mutations 
were maintained in RPMI medium supplemented with 15% heat-inactivat-
ed FBS (Hyclone; Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2% penicillin-streptomycin, 
and monothioglycerol at 37°C and 5% CO2 (50). The murine P815 mas-
tocytoma cell line was cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% heat-
inactivated FBS and 2% penicillin-streptomycin. 32D murine cells were 
cultured in RPMI with 10% FBS and 2% penicillin-streptomycin. Kasumi-1, 
an AML cell line, was grown in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 
20% FBS, 1% HEPES, 1% L-glutamine, and 2% penicillin-streptomycin and 
were a gift from Christopher Klug (University of Alabama at Birmingham, 
Birmingham, Alabama, USA) (51).

Mice, cytokines, and antibodies. C57BL/6 mice and C3H/HeJ mice were pur-
chased from The Jackson Laboratory. Vav1–/–, Vav2–/–, Vav3–/–, Rac2–/–, Rac1flox/flox,  
and Rac1flox/floxRac2–/– mice have been previously described (14, 29, 52, 53). 
Vav2–/– and Vav3–/–cells were a gift from Jose Cancelas (Cincinnati Children’s 
Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA). All mice used in this study 
were 6–12 weeks of age. Murine IL-3, murine IL-6, SCF, Flt-3 ligand (Flt-3), 
and thrombopoietin (TPO) were purchased from PeproTech. 2,2′-dihydroxy-
1,1′-dinaphthyldisulfide (IPA-3) and NSC23766 were purchased from Tocris 
Bioscience. The discovery and characterization of EHop-016 have been 
described previously (18). The Cdc42 small–molecule inhibitor, CASIN, was 
a gift from Yi Zheng (Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center) (54, 55).

Western blot analysis and IP experiments were performed as described 
previously (56). Protein expression was determined using antibodies 
against Rac1, Rac2, and Rac1/2/3 (Millipore), pPak, Pak, KIT, Vav1, pKIT, 
total ERK, pMLC, and pTyrosine (Cell Signaling Technology), pBAD 
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), and β-actin (Sigma-Aldrich). Rac activity 
was determined by using a Rac activation kit (Millipore) according to the 
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informed consent as approved by the IRB of the Cleveland Clinic/Case Com-
prehensive Cancer Center and the IRB of the Indiana University School of 
Medicine and were obtained in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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(5 × 104) were plated in replicates of four in a 96-well plate in 200 μl complete 
medium either in the absence or presence of the indicated growth factors. 
The cells were cultured for 48 hours and subsequently pulsed with 1.0 μCi  
(0.037 MBq) [3H] thymidine (PerkinElmer) for 6 hours and harvested using 
an automated 96-well cell harvester (Brandel). Thymidine incorporation 
was assessed as counts per minute (cpm). Apoptosis was assessed following 
the starvation of cells and subsequent plating in 24-well plates (2 × 105 cells)  
in 0.5 ml of complete media (IMDM, 10% FBS, 2% penicillin-streptomy-
cin) in the absence of growth factors. Apoptosis was determined following 
staining with an Annexin V Apoptosis Detection kit (BD Biosciences — 
Pharmingen) and analyzed via flow cytometry.

Statistics. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD unless otherwise stated. 
Sigma Plot 12.0 software (Systat Software Inc.) was used for statistical 
analysis. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
The survival probability of transplanted mice cohorts was compared using 
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with a log-rank test.

Study approval. Mice were maintained under specific pathogen-free con-
ditions at the Indiana University Laboratory Animal Research Center, and 
this study was approved by the IACUC of the Indiana University School of 
Medicine. Samples from SM patients were collected after obtaining written 
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